Great value high speed, reliable business
broadband with a range of packages designed
to give your business the flexibility to grow

We have a range of business broadband packages to choose from so that
you can tailor your package to suit your business needs. Whether you are a
sole trader, a small to medium business or a large organisation, we have
the package to suit you.
Business Grade Broadband
iData believes that Business Grade Broadband is vital for companies who
are up against their competitors. Speed is the main advantage of this
broadband system which is achieved by the ability to prioritise traffic, the
key benefit of a faster broadband connection is the opportunity to maintain
greater quality when running numerous tasks at the same time.
MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching)
MPLS is a service that offers a reliable and secure way to connect your
office locations, remote and mobile workers on one secure, private network.
Whether you have a few local offices, sites across the UK or rest of the
world; we can supply a solution that completely fits your needs.

Fibre Broadband
iData are providing a brand new type of broadband called fibre broadband
otherwise known as ‘super fast broadband’. This is supplied by operators
which use fibre optic cables to increase the speed of your broadband
connection. iData offer this broadband to both homes and businesses.
Service Level Agreement (SLAs)
iData offers a tailored Service Level Agreement for our Business Broadband
Packages. Contact one of our team today to discuss the best solution for
your business.
Ethernet Leased Line
Ethernet leased lines provide you with a dedicated line which means you
won’t have to share your bandwidth with any other user.
It also enables you to have a symmetric download and upload speed,
essential if your business is sharing large data files, web hosting, streaming
or using VoIP.
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